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SEMA sets the safety
standard
As we celebrate our 50th anniversary, and also commemorate man’s achievements
since first landing on the moon 50 years ago, SEMA sets out its accomplishments
and looks forward to the next half century. By Jaap Vos, President of SEMA
Technical excellence that’s
well connected

S

ince the Storage Equipment
Manufacturers’ Association was
first launched in 1968, SEMA has
forged its reputation for excellence to
become the lead voice on safe storage
practice. Today, over 165 SEMA
member businesses, together with
committees and training initiatives,
combine their knowledge, skill and
expertise as the British Trade
Association of the Storage Equipment
Industry. SEMA’s mission is our
commitment to promoting and
extending the safe design, installation
and use of storage equipment
manufactured and supplied by our
members.
In this reference publication, we aim
to position SEMA’s standing in the UK,
Europe and worldwide and to explain
SEMA’s network of influence including
its role as an authoritative body (See
pages 6 and 7). We also seek to show
you exactly how each of our groups
interrelate to fully support end-users.
Whether your business is small,
medium or large, our guidance is easily
available so you can operate a safe
working environment and stay within
the law.

So where did it all start?
In 1968, a group of storage
manufacturers came together with the
collective aim of sharing best practice
and improving industry standards
including safety measures. The
association precedes the establishment
of the HSE in 1975. In doing so, they set
out to distinguish themselves from the
rank and file. SEMA can demonstrate
that it has continued to lead where
others follow ever since.
In summary, today our provision
embraces:

The work of our Technical Committee is
well renowned, providing definitive
technical guidance, Codes of Practice
and other publications. Leadership
continues at both national and European
levels through membership of the British
Materials Handling Federation (BMHF)
and the European Materials Handling
Federation (FEM). SEMA is the UK
National Committee Member of one of
FEM’s seven product groups; Racking
and Shelving. Thought leadership events
for both industry and end users
complete the picture. Both HSE and
Local Authority senior personnel attract
end-user attendance as key speakers at
SEMA’s events (See pages 4 and 5).

Manufacturing
SEMA manufacturers and associates rank
among the very best in the world. They
are largely (but not all) members of
global manufacturing organisations for
whom the principles of quality, safety and
reliability are fundamental to long
standing market success. And so, they are
best placed to provide advice on safety
risks and other essential requirements.
Under the remit of due diligence, we
seek to prove that SEMA products are
some of the very best on the market.
Members are compelled to continuously
engage in independent product design
assessments carried out by the University
of Salford. We are reviewing the
technical processes required in the
design of racking materials which will fit
neatly into our manufacturing quality
assurance scheme (See pages 8 and 9).

Rack Inspection and Rigorous
Maintenance
SEMA advocates a rigorous approach to
rack inspection, maintenance and repair
through a regime of (typically) daily,
weekly and annual (expert) inspections.
There are some 120+ SEMA Approved
Inspectors who are highly qualified
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Full Members

SEMA
Corporate
Member

SEMA Distributor
Companies

professionals who complete the SEMA
circle of quality by undertaking rack
inspections at end-users’ premises. They
conduct racking and storage condition
assessments, reports and
recommendations so that all places of
employment can operate as safe
environments. SEMA’s acclaimed traffic
light system of categorizing rack damage
has been adopted as the industry
standard and is employed widely in the
UK, across Europe and globally (See
page 18).

Groups and Training
Through SEMA’s interconnected
structures, our membership groups
provide to the market audited
distributors and installation companies
who can prove their credentials by
working to relevant codes. They are
routinely, independently audited to meet
our stringent QA criteria (See pages 10
and 11). What’s more, all the training
that we deliver is approved by the Royal
Society for The Prevention of Accidents
(RoSPA). (See pages 14 and 15).

Working with Statutory
Authorities
Over half a century, SEMA has forged
close working relationships with the
statutory authorities including the HSE,

SEMA Initiatives
SEMA Approved
Inspector Qualification
Storage Equipment
Installers Registration Scheme

Associate
Member

SEMA Approved
Installation
Companies

local authority Health and Safety
inspectors, RoSPA and the Construction
Skills Certification Scheme (CSCS). The
Storage Equipment Installers’
Registration Scheme (SEIRS) is
recognised by the CSCS as it meets CLC
criteria for their Partner Card Scheme
(See pages 12 and 13).

SEMA mitigates risk for you
In 2017, new, tougher Health and Safety
legislation was introduced and as a
result, there has been a sharp increase in
fines paid by UK firms. Fines for
corporate manslaughter can now be as
high as £20m and directors must accept
personal liabilities for safety breaches.
SEMA members actively help you
mitigate risk. From a broad base, each
contributes to a central repository of
intelligence leading to continual
improvement which is shared
appropriately among the membership.
As every project is unique and SEMA
manufacturers have developed the most
comprehensive range of systems, we are
best placed to respond to legislative
change and to offer the most
comprehensive support to customers,
whatever their need.
However, the HSE states that
RIDDOR reporting by employers is
known to be incomplete and may be
distorting the trends. While national
organisations are usually well resourced
on safety issues, SEMA believes that
many small to medium sized businesses
could benefit from the expert support
offered by a SEMA member company as
the pressures on SMEs continue to
grow.
For more information, telephone 0121
6016359 or email enquiry@sema.org.uk

1968

SEMA established –
manufacturer group

1970

SEMA engages with
HSC/HSE/FEM

1974

Health and Safety at Work Act

1975

Health and Safety Commission
becomes HSE

1980

SEMA Design Code introduced

1980

circa Joined BMHF

1992

Management of Health and
Safety at Work Regulations

1994

HSC reviews Health and Safety
Regulations

1994

CDM launched – revised 2015

2000

SEIRS launched

2002

SEMA Rack Safety Awareness
Course launched

2003

First SEMA Safety Conference

2004

SEMA Approved Inspector
qualification launched

2005

HSG Work at Height

2006

SEMA Approved Installation
Company initiative

2007

Warehousing and storage: HSE
guide to Health and Safety

2011

SEMA Distributor Group
launched

2015

SEIRS becomes CSCS Partner
Card

2019

SEMA celebrates 50th
Anniversary

Key facts about SEMA
• 165 members (including over 100
approved inspectors)
• 100 training courses per year
• Over 75 definitive technical
publications
• Over 6000 SEIRS installers and seven
different courses
• SEIRS recognised by CSCS for
Partner Card Scheme
• Annual safety conference and twiceyearly technical seminar.
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A hub of expertise
In its relatively brief history to date, SEMA has become a world leader in the field of
setting industry standards. It has become a hub of technical excellence, explains
Steve Cowen, Chairman, SEMA Technical Committee.

T

echnical excellence has been the
very essence of SEMA’s mission
since its inception in 1968. The
very structure of the association’s DNA is
technically inter-linked and so the
conformity of each group and every
member to a set of measurable standards
has generated the industry safety model.
Approved and adopted without
compromise, through technical
standardisation, SEMA has led on best
safety practice and many of its outputs
are adopted nationally, across Europe
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and the world over.
SEMA’s definitive work is formalised
into a set of codes and guides that are
certainly not just for technicians and
engineers but are of direct relevance to
all those involved with the management
and safety of warehouse operations.
Together with training, these “codes of
honour” as we like to call them, provide
a framework for the safe design,
installation and use of storage equipment
manufactured and supplied by our
members. We currently have over 75

technical publications to our credit –
including the box set of Tool Box Talks
for practical use by installers on site.
Meeting Health and Safety law via
PUWER is central to SEMA’s mission.
PUWER stands for the Provision and
Use of Work Equipment Regulations
1998 (1999 in Northern Ireland). The
regulations deal with the work
equipment and machinery used every
day in workplaces and aims to keep
people safe wherever equipment and
machinery is used at work.
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SEMA’s design codes
SEMA’s Technical Committee has
developed a series of design codes
covering both static and other pallet
racking types together with formal
publications for both low and high-rise
static steel shelving. Its codes also cover
mobile racking, mobile shelving systems
together with cantilever racking systems
and the design and use of racking
protection.
SEMA has also authored two codes
with respect to installation. In terms of
installation tolerances, we do not live in
a perfect world. Whilst we strive for
perfection, we still have to consider
imperfections. When we design racking,
we understand the floor will not be
perfectly flat, nor will the uprights be
perfectly vertical. Therefore, installers
and designers work to the same
tolerances which are set out in SEMA’s
Tolerances Code which gives limits to
be achieved by the installers so that the
rack will operate correctly and carry
intended loads.
The SEMA Installation Code gives
installation guidelines for installers of
different types of racking and shelving
and provides a foundation for SEIRS,
the Storage Equipment Installers’
Registration Scheme (See pages 12 and
13).
To support ongoing safe use of
storage equipment, SEMA publishes
two further codes which provide
information on how to use the
equipment safely. Initially, a very brief
overview of a rack’s capabilities were
shown on the Load Notice which today
continues to be fixed to the end of a
racking run. SEMA has always
recognised the importance of providing
information on the dos and don'ts of
using storage equipment and, going
back as far as the 1980s, information
was issued in the Users Code, now
known as The Code for the Use of Static
Pallet Racking.
SEMA has continually monitored the
storage environment and as time went
by, it became clear that a code on Load
Notices was needed. The Load Notice
Code prescribes a layout for the load
notice signage and the information that
should be included. Today, it includes a
list of warnings, prohibitions and
mandatory behaviours as well as
loading data and some administrative
information in order to comply with the
Safety Signs and Signals Regulations. In
2008, SEMA’s Load Notice Code was
(effectively) adopted across Europe in
EN15635.
Secondly, the SEMA “Code of

Approaching the task of meeting
PUWER

Designing a layout
SEMA Users’ Code

Designing a structure
SEMA Design Code and QAS

Manufacturing
National Codes and SEMA QAS

Installing the system
SEMA Installation Code + SEIRS
+ SEMA QAS

How to use the system
Load Notices + Users’ Code

Inspection and training
SEMA Approved Inspector +
SEMA Rack Safety Awareness courses

Maintaining the system
SEMA Rack Maintenance course
Practice for The Use of Static Pallet
Racking” is normally known as the Users’
Code. First published for guidance on
racking, a great deal of the content is also
applicable to other products. Outlining
responsibilities for both supplier and user, it
discusses how to specify, detailing the
information that needs to flow between the

Technical Guidance and
Training Summary
Codes of Practice for structural design
The design and use of cantilever racking
systems
Code of Practice for the design and use
of racking protection
Code of Practice for the design of
adjustable pallet racking
Code of Practice for the design of highrise static steel shelving
Code of Practice for the design of lowrise static steel shelving
Code of Practice for the design of mobile
racking systems
Code of Practice for the design of mobile
shelving systems
Installation and In-Use
Guideline No2 – Guide to erection
tolerances for static racking
Method statements for the installation of
storage equipment
SEIRS Racking installation training
In-Use
Code of Practice for the use of static
racking
Load notices
SEMA Rack Safety Awareness course
Inspection
Guide to the conduct of racking and
shelving inspections
SARI – SEMA qualification on racking
inspection
Maintenance
SEMA Managing Rack Maintenance
course

user and their supplier. On pallets and
trucks, there’s basic information about
the loading and unloading sequence for
various pallet racking systems and
suitability of pallets. It also covers basic
details on the storage area itself,
including the floor, highlighting some
pitfalls to avoid.

Functioning Life Cycle of a Rack
The end-user operational “need” leads to the choice of racking as part of the storage solution. Initially the layout of
the racking is determined based on the throughput requirement of the warehouse. Throughout the design process,
SEMA codes are used, and this helps to ensure that the racking can work correctly with the other equipment and
fulfil the desired requirement. Once the layout is arrived at, technical specialists ensure that the rack can withstand
the applied loads. In manufacture, parts are produced to meet these design requirements. In use, the rack is
designed to fulfil a particular purpose. So, if used incorrectly it will not function correctly, or worse, could be
extremely dangerous.
In-use, monitored through a robust inspection regime, the rack needs to be used correctly and maintained in the
condition that the designer intended throughout its life. This is where the SEMA Rack Safety Awareness (RSA)
course and SEMA Approved Inspectors both play key parts. The RSA course is provided for users so that they can
check their racking, so damage is identified and corrected on a continuing basis. SEMA approved inspectors can
provide annual inspections to identify damaged items for replacement to keep the racking in good order.
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Widespread influence
SEMA’s interaction with national, international and government agencies provides
a solid foundation. SEMA’s influence is widespread, explains Colin Hinton, Secretary
General, FEM Racking and Shelving.

F

or over half a century, SEMA has
evolved to become a leading
influence in the development of
safety storage practice, in part by linking
and collaborating with other leading
groups and bodies. This reach is
national, pan-European and
international.
Today, UK-wide, it is the “industry
partner and point of reference” on storage
safety for the HSE, Local Authorities,
RoSPA and the CSCS together with
manufacturers (at both board and
technical level). Speakers from statutory
authorities and other prominent groups
often participate at SEMA’s external
thought leadership events.
Back in the 1980s, SEMA joined as an
early member of the British Materials
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Handling Federation (BMHF) and FEM
– the European Materials Handling
Federation. Today, linked to BMHF, it is
a major contributor to FEM, leading on
a number of initiatives. Importantly,
SEMA is the UK National Committee
Member of one of FEM’s seven product
groups; Racking and Shelving which is
responsible for deriving product
standardisation.

FEM’s SEMA-influenced
publications
Over the years, other SEMA technical
publications have heavily influenced the
content of FEM’s technical library. There
are numerous examples of SEMA
innovation being selected and
implemented more widely.

“SEMA's
substantial
contribution to
the development
of FEM, National
and European
Codes and
Standards has
enabled state of
the art technical
guidelines to be
published.”
Colin Hinton,
Secretary
General, FEM
Racking and
Shelving

FEM has now developed a ‘Rack
Protector Code’ which draws heavily on
SEMA’s definitive UK version. This
SEMA UK code states the requirements
with regard to the design and use of
frame protection together with upright
protection of pallet racking in truckoperated racking. It outlines clearly the
responsibilities of designers, suppliers
and end-users.
FEM Racking and Shelving have
recently published a number of guidance
documents and Codes of Practice
including:
• 10.2.14 - Part 1 and 2, Warehouse
floors
• 10.2.16 - Design and Use of Rack
Protection for Adjustable Pallet
Racking

WELL CONNECTED
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A key player in Europe
The British Material Handling Federation (BMHF) is a member of FEM (The
European Materials Handling Federation).FEM is divided into 7 Product Groups,
one of which is the Racking and Shelving Product Group. SEMA is the UK
National Committee Member of FEM Racking and Shelving.
The BMHF comprises six associations, including SEMA. The other five are: The
Association of Loading and Elevating Equipment Manufacturers (ALEM); the
Automated Material Handling Systems Association (AMHSA); the British
Industrial Truck Association (BITA); the Construction Equipment
Association (CEA); and The International Powered Access Federation (IPAF).

• 10.2.17 - Part 1 and 2, Worked
Example Drive-In and DriveThrough Racking
See the FEM Racking and Shelving
website www.fem-rands.org
What’s more, SEMA’s association’s
renowned “Traffic Light System for
Categorising Rack Damage” has also
been adopted across Europe, and also,
across many parts of the globe (See
pages 17 and 18).
Work has recently commenced on
new FEM Codes for Mobile and Shuttle
racking and revising the FEM Shelving
Design Code. FEM Racking and
Shelving is a partner in a European
Research project into the fatigue of
Racking Components and at the
European Standards level, work is also
taking place to review the main racking
design code, EN 15512 and the
clearances, tolerances and deformations
code, EN 15620.

A complimentary copy of the SEMA
Code of Practice for the Use of
Static Pallet Racking (in pdf
format) is available for end-users at
sema.org.uk

FEM has now developed a SEMA-based ‘Rack Protector Code’
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Buy from Us with
Confidence
In these days of ‘buyer beware’, end users can rest assured that SEMA members are
stepping up to the plate with manufacturing based on quality, safety and reliability.
SEMA manufacturers and associates
rank among the very best in the world.
They are largely (but not all) members
of global organisations for whom the
principles of quality, safety and
reliability are fundamental to long
standing market success. SEMA
manufacturing members lead the
industry in terms of the research and
development of storage product and
systems and have their own first-class
manufacturing and test facilities in the
UK and/or Europe. Some SEMA
manufacturing members are
independently certified to BS EN ISO
9001 QAS 2000.
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Independent Product
Assessments
Under the remit of due diligence, Full
Members are required to ensure their
product designs conform to a thirdparty assessment in line with the SEMA
QAS. As part of an ongoing initiative,
they are compelled to engage in
independent product assessments
carried out by the University of Salford.
In doing so, SEMA is continually
reviewing the technical processes
required in the design of racking
materials in order to substantiate their
robust manufacturing Quality
Assurance scheme.

The University of Salford’s School of
Computing, Science & Engineering is
commissioned by SEMA manufacturers
to carry out independent compliance
checks to help ensure that a
manufacturer’s design calculations and
product testing processes meet with
SEMA’s published Codes of Practice, e.g.
SEMA: 2008 (amended 2014) Code of
Practice for the Design of Adjustable
Pallet Racking.
Paul Busby, Project Manager at the
University’s Commercial Enterprise Unit
explains the process.
He says; “This initiative by SEMA
manufacturers helps inform customers

STAMP OF HIGH QUALITY
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that a purchased racking system from a
SEMA Member conforms with best
industry practice. The process involves
rigorous compliance checks by
reviewing sample calculations and test
data provided by the company. As a
result, we are able to provide SEMA with
confirmation that, in our opinion, the
documentation which the company has
provided meets with the Codes of
Practice relevant to SEMA or others.
“On the satisfactory completion of a
SEMA manufacturer’s assessment, the
outcome is that we write to the Full
Member stating that all of Salford’s
queries have been satisfactorily addressed
with reference to their storage equipment
documentation. We list the reviewed
documents provided and state that the
result satisfies us. Therefore, we are able
to agree that the design process meets the
requirements of the relevant design code.
“The SEMA Full Member company
then sends a copy of this letter to SEMA
to substantiate their application for or
continuation of Full Member
membership status.”
David Corns, SEMA’s Secretary
General commented: “SEMA is delighted
to be working with the University of
Salford in order to validate its quality
assurance programme in their capacity as
a leading authority on product design
assessments involving structural
calculations. We believe that Salford’s
engineers are very well placed to offer
independent verification on SEMA
Members’ products to say that they are
manufactured in accordance with leading
storage industry Codes of Practice”.

Return on Investment
SEMA members uphold the latest safety
standards and are best placed to provide
advice in a fast-moving manufacturing
environment. They also cover associated

“End-users can buy SEMA manufactured product with the utmost
confidence. Together with the services of our associated member groups
and trained installers, our members are able to fulfil the entire quality
circle, protecting your investment, stock and workforce.”
Matt Grierson, MD, SEMA Full Member Manufacturing Company
safety risks and other essential
requirements. In terms of Return on
Investment, safety is self-funding. It can
be proven that a well-designed racking
system built to SEMA Codes of Practice
offers longevity, so you can access
products at the right time, goods remain
merchandisable and staff can work in a
safe environment.
A correctly designed, manufactured

Q: Why Buy from a SEMA Member?
A: Proven Quality, Safety and Reliability
• SEMA Members are required to conform to the latest industry Codes of Practice
• SEMA Members' product designs undergo a third-party assessment as part of the SEMA QAS
• SEMA Members' systems, embracing product design, are subject to audit as part of ISO 9000 and/or a rigorous
SEMA audit
• SEMA Members offer customers product traceability on original equipment supplied
• SEMA Members provide products and systems to meet a variety of customer needs with safety as a key focus
• SEMA Members hold safety as a core consideration throughout the supply chain from product and system
design through to installation and use
• SEMA Members assure customers by adhering to industry safety initiatives such as SEIRS and the Approved
Inspector initiative (see website for further details on these initiatives)
• SEMA Members supply reliable storage solutions based on a total systems approach
• SEMA Members can supply accredited after-sales services
• Full and Associate Members, Distributors and Approved Installation Companies

and installed pallet racking system from
a SEMA Full Member is robust and will
deliver on longevity. Basically, it’s a
skeleton designed by a SEMA structural
engineer and its structural rigidity is
calculated to meet precise design criteria
under specified conditions. To bear
heavy loads, it must have strong joints
and be securely anchored to a solid
floor. Once loaded, the rack or its
components should not distort.
Through the careful application of
industry Codes of Practice, the adherence
to a bespoke quality system and the
rigorous application of other member
groups’ safety initiatives by the SEMA
Approved Rack Inspector qualification,
SEIRS and SAIC, SEMA Members offer
customers quality, safety and reliability,
resulting in real value for money.
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Can you afford to risk it?
Understanding why SEMA members stand out from the rest.

O

ver the last five years, a series of
new, tougher Health and Safety
laws and regulations have been
introduced and harsher penalties are
imposed on those who flout the law. The
reasoning behind the severity of the new
rules is clear. Change for the better was
much needed as evidenced by the HSE’s
annual report of 2016/17 which states
that employers lost 30.4 million working
days due to occupational ill health or
injury.
Implementation of the new legislation
by the statutory authorities has been
rapid and as a result, there has been a
sharp increase in fines paid by UK
firms. Fines for businesses with a
turnover of more than £50m now can be
as high as £10m for Health and Safety
offences. If found guilty of corporate
manslaughter, a fine of £20m or even a
jail sentence can be applied. Reputations
also suffer, as accidents in the workplace
have always attracted significant media
coverage.
So, what else will happen if the HSE





investigates an incident at your
premises? If you are found to be in
material breach of Health and Safety law,
in addition to fines or closure, you can
also expect to pay their Fee for
Intervention (FFI) which is charged at
the hourly rate of £129. The FFI rate
covers the time it takes the HSE to
identify the breach and to help you put
things right. The scope includes
investigating and taking enforcement
action.
Jonathan Bennett, Chairman of the
SEMA Distributor Group said: “While

national organisations are usually well
resourced on safety issues, SEMA
believes that many small to medium
sized businesses could benefit from the
expert support offered by a SEMA
member company as the pressures on
SMEs continue to grow.”

How to police your storage
suppliers
It may surprise you to know that, like
many others, the storage industry is
largely unregulated with few barriers to
entry, and other than Health and Safety

“Both the SDG and SAIC audits are designed to inject further rigour into
SEMA group membership criteria. They are a measure of the company’s
ability to meet customer requirements and provision of a quality service.
They assess general business management, Health and Safety, skills,
qualifications, training, experience and how that information translates
into service delivery.”
Wayne Wiggins, auditor, consultant and trainer, QCS International
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law, there’s no regulation to rely on. In
SEMA’s experience, this lack of structure
can sometimes fail end-users who
wouldn’t take the risk in their everyday
lives. Plain common sense tells you not
to buy a new gas boiler without
checking if your installer is on the Gas
Safety Register. And when it comes to
that dream holiday, you wouldn’t buy it
from a company that isn’t ABTA or
ATOL protected would you?
So how do you police your storage
suppliers to make sure that your
investment is fit for purpose, will
safeguard your goods and protect people
from workplace injury?
Reassurance is at hand as there IS a
standard you can refer to which is
delivered by the inter-related network of
SEMA groups. Delivering rigorous risk
management of your storage equipment,
two relevant SEMA member groups are
independently, fully audited on
compliance standards.

its formation in 2011, SDG continues to
grow in numbers and strength.

SEMA Approved Installation
Companies
In 2018, SEMA Approved Installation
Companies (SAICs) followed suit. This
in-depth quality audit was designed to
inject further rigour into SEMA group
membership criteria. Outcomes were
very positive with 23% of companies
achieving a Highly Commended score
of 90% or above. SAICs are now
working towards a three-year
programme of continuous
improvement. Many are also SDCs.
There is much commonality between
SDG and SAIC members as they both
raise industry standards. These

Independently audited
Four years ago, the SEMA Distributor
Group (SDG) set out to differentiate
themselves from other storage industry
suppliers. SDG members currently have
to adhere to over 40 regulations,
industry standards, Codes of Practice
and legislative requirements.
Today, it is the only scheme in the UK
that independently audits the credentials
of resellers and distributors of storage
equipment. The appraisals follow a
three-year cycle and second time
around, SEMA Distributor Companies
(SDCs) proved that outstanding
progress was made since the process was
initiated. The evidence-based
assessments for the 30-strong group
revealed that every single member
passed scrutiny, with average scores
improving by a comfortable margin to
86%. The percentage achieving Highly
Commended doubled to 61%. This
means that every single SDC can prove
that their project implementation meets
and beats the SEMA QA standard by
way of independent certification. Since

The SDG is:
• A unique group of like-minded business people dedicated to
raising industry quality standards
• A tough organisation with a rigorous, totally independent
auditing process
• Led by a select committee who continuously monitor and
build on ethics and ethos to improve safety standards
• On-going assessment of members ensures standards remain as
high as possible
• Any member who doesn’t maintain expectations is asked to
leave
• Nationwide coverage is provided by successful, established
companies that lead the way in the UK

businesses want to outshine the
competition as professional companies
in their fields. SDCs are recognised for
the quality supply and SAICs for the
quality of installation of storage
equipment.

Use only SEIRS labour
It is a requirement that all permanent and
sub-contract installers engaged by SAICs
and SDCs only use installers trained
under the SEMA initiative, the Storage
Equipment Installers’ Registration
Scheme (SEIRS) and these workers must
have in-date SEIRS ID Cards.

Beware of impostors
Sadly, we know that there are still a
number of companies out there passing
themselves off as affiliated to SEMA
when not entitled to do so. For over half
a century, SEMA has gained an
outstanding reputation for setting quality
standards across all elements of its
activities. SEMA is currently undertaking
a series of actions to allow the possibility
for potential legal steps to be taken when
this occurs, further enhancing the
strength of the SEMA brand.
So as the saying goes, “Let the Buyer
Beware” and end users should ask to see
the SDC’s or SAIC’s current audit
certificate before signing on the dotted
line.

“Following our ISO recertification audit in 2016, Coca-Cola European Partners (CCEP) conducted a full
review of how we manage, maintain and inspect racking in GB in line with SEMA Codes of Practice,
HSG76 Warehousing and Storage and the CCEP Material Handling Standard. Our main priority in
2017 and beyond was to reduce risk by standardising our methods with reference to SEMA standards as
part of this benchmark. We outsource the services of an SDC company to undertake the supply, repair
and modification of pallet racking and shelving.”
David Robertson, Senior Manager, Safety, Coca-Cola European Partners
11
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Raising the Bar
The Storage Equipment Installation Registration Scheme (SEIRS) story is a fascinating
one. It is a key initiative of SEMA in its ongoing effort to raise standards.
What is SEIRS?
SEIRS stands for The Storage Equipment
Installers Registration Scheme.
Established in 2000 in response to
industry concerns on safety at the point
of installation, SEIRS is a landmark
initiative successfully launched and
operated only by SEMA. Since its
inception, it has trained over 6000
installers. Currently, it delivers seven
RoSPA-approved courses and has gained
strong support which benefits SEMA
manufacturers, distributors, approved
installation companies as well as end
users. Significantly, the SEIRS training
programme has been formally recognised
by the Construction Skills Certification
Scheme (CSCS) as part of their Partner
Card Scheme as it meets the CLC
requirements.
SEIRS is recognised as a best practice
example of the industry regulating itself
to meet HSE standards. It is a
requirement that all permanent and subcontract installers engaged by SEMA
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Approved Installation Companies and
SEMA Distributor Companies are SEIRS
registered and have in-date SEIRS ID
Cards.

National Register of Installers
SEIRS training is unique in that it is the
only national programme for installers
which addresses the Health and Safety
needs of the industry to constitute a
storage industry ‘safety passport’.

Site officials such
as Health and
Safety inspectors
can verify the
validity of a
person’s unique
ID card by
contacting
SEMA. Always
check for a valid,
in-date ID card.

Individual installers can become SEIRS
qualified by successfully completing an
appropriate SEIRS Health and Safety
course and they are required to take a
refresher course every three years.

Industry lead to HSE
Prior to the year 2000, SEMA first
entered into discussions with the Health
and Safety Executive by adopting a
proactive approach to safety leadership.
The HSE cites causes of fatality or serious
injury include failure to recognise a
problem, failure to ensure that safe
systems of work are followed, failure to
provide safe systems of work, inadequate
information, lack of training or
instruction, poor supervision, failure to
use appropriate equipment and failure to
provide safe plant/equipment.
SEMA’s President, Jaap Vos who is
managing director to a SEMA
manufacturing member said: “SEIRS
instruction delivers industry-specific
training and has been developed by

RAISING THE BAR
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experts who know the storage industry,
its potential hazards and how to
implement safe systems of work. SEIRS
training is based around the SEMA
Codes of Practice and guidelines which
address Health and Safety issues from
design through to installation and use.
The storage industry now enjoys a good
Health and Safety track record to date.
Our aim with SEIRS is to both maintain
and surpass this record.”

SEMA Guide to Method
Statements
The SEMA Guide to Method
Statements for the Installation of
Storage Equipment is integral to the
SEIRS programme. This guideline sets
out generic method statements for the
installation of racking and shelving
products. Manufacturers and installers
can use the guidelines as a basis to
prepare detailed method statements
tailored to the specific needs of the
particular contract or project.
Installation method statements set
out the safe way to assemble the storage
equipment. Installers must adhere to
this safe way of working and as a
process which facilitates an integral part
of the SEIRS training courses. From
erecting a structure through to working
safely at height, from utilisation of
appropriate site plant to supervising and
managing teams, the SEIRS courses
build into a complete safety training
programme based on the SEMA
installation guidelines and SEMA Codes
of Practice.
The installation guideline is available
from SEMA on CD Rom or as a bound
hard copy. Visit www.sema.org.uk

“Through SEIRS, we have seen a vast improvement in the on-site safety
awareness of our installers. SEIRS has honed the safety skills of team
members and encouraged them to adopt a responsible and pro-active
approach towards Health and Safety.”
Nick Betteley, Managing Director, SEMA Pallet Racking and
Cantilever Racking Manufacturers
work on construction sites. Where a
particular contract or project falls under
one of these sites, installers will require
a CSCS card.
A CSCS card is a special type of SEIRS
card. To obtain a SEIRS-CSCS card, an
installer of storage equipment needs no
further qualifications, provided they
already possess the minimum SEIRS
requirement and have achieved a pass in
the CITB Health, Safety and
Environment test.
Gordon Jenkins, Director of
Operations for CSCS said; “CSCS
supports all sectors of the construction
industry that encourage people to
undertake training and develop their
knowledge and skills, and fully supports
the SEIRS initiative offered by SEMA. In
the interests of raising standards,
improved productivity and site safety, it is
pleasing that the SEIRS training
programme is recognised by the CSCS as
part of our Partner Card Scheme.”
Chris Humphreys, Chairman of SEIRS
said; “SEMA places Health and Safety at
the heart of its agenda. The SEIRS
scheme stands out because installers are

obliged to keep up to date. That’s why
we insist that all CSCS card holders
installing storage equipment have
current SEIRS qualifications.
“Schemes such as SEIRS, where the
continual acquisition of new knowledge
and best practice by experienced
personnel is mandatory, surely offers the
most accountable method of
maintaining a mature, safety conscious
workforce.”
Over two decades, the SEIRS scheme
has delivered to industry a national
register of installers with the unique
requirement for refresher training across
a range of skill levels. SEIRS trained
installers meet CLC requirements and
can apply for a SEIRS-CSCS card.
Neil Sheehan, ALFA Consultancy
formerly Senior Manager (Construction
and Maintenance) Safety Health and
Environment, ASDA, explains: “As an
end user of storage equipment until
recently, it is both encouraging and
reassuring to know that SEMA has
taken significant steps with the SEIRS
initiative to promote safe working
practice during the installation process.”

SEIRS ID Card Holders
An installer is issued with a SEIRS ID
card upon satisfactorily completing a
SEIRS Installation safety course. These
include SEIRS Skills, Advanced,
Supervisor, Mezzanines, Installation
Management, Shelving and Refresher
programmes – successfully building a
foundation of storage industry specific
Health and Safety training. A full SEIRS
ID card is normally valid for three years.

CSCS Cards
As the established safety training
programme for installers of storage
equipment in the UK, SEIRS is the
recognised route to a Construction Skills
Certification Scheme (CSCS) card as it
meets the Construction Leadership
Council’s (CLC) requirements. The CSCS
can verify the applicant has obtained the
correct qualifications and training to
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Train to Gain
SEMA delivers training on Rack Safety Awareness and Managing Rack
Maintenance. Get to know your responsibilities.
Rack Safety Awareness
Calling managers (including
warehouse), supervisors, operatives,
team leaders and safety representatives
in end-user businesses plus potential
inspectors, storage distributors and
suppliers; and safety professionals!
You know that storage racking should
be properly maintained and in good
order. Rack safety inspections are
required to prevent and minimise the
effects of accidents, to comply with the
requirements of PUWER 1998 and to
promote safety in the workplace. To
help you comply with the most up to
date Health and Safety Legislation,
SEMA regularly delivers specifically
designed key courses.
Rack Safety Awareness is a one-day
course providing delegates with advice
and guidance to enable them to carry
out basic rack inspections in accordance
with SEMA guidelines. Two key
questions answered are: How often
should my racking be inspected? and
What are my responsibilities? It also
offers advice on conducting risk
assessments and how to comply with the
law. It also covers types and frequency of
inspections, responsibilities of users and
suppliers, legislation, recording an
inspection, damage levels and action
points. A one-day Cantilever Rack
Safety Awareness course is also available.

Managing Rack Maintenance
Scenario: An inspection of your racking
installation reveals some serious damage
that needs immediate attention. An EHO
visit determines that your installation
requires replacement components in order
to comply with the PUWER or workplace
Safety Regulations. You need to
understand better three aspects. What is
Rack Maintenance? How do I maintain
my racking? And... What skills are
needed?
The SEMA Rack Maintenance course
is aimed at warehouse managers and
supervisors, rack maintenance
operations, safety representatives, sales
and distribution suppliers and safety
professionals. The one-day course
consists of an illustrated step by step
guide with generic method statements
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“Part of the Culina Group, Great Bear (GB) has worked with SEMA over
a number of years. SEMA provides us with bespoke on-site courses for
groups of GB staff. Safety is a key priority and so we have adopted the
SEMA’s traffic light system which categorises rack damage. Our
investment in initial and refresher training helps us to maintain a robust
approach to site safety.”
Kayleigh Manning, Health and Safety Advisor, Great Bear

www.sema.org.uk
to the safe replacement of damaged
racking components. This includes the
key differences between maintenance
versus repair, identification of key
components, how to replace
components safely, the replacement of
uprights, cross beams and frame
bracings. Explaining what is allowable
and what is not permitted, the course
also identifies the skills needed by
professional maintenance teams who
need to carry out the replacement of
components internally.
A hazard analysis element includes
things to look out for, handling
common hazards, relevant limitations,
the use of ancillary equipment and the
need for site-specific risk assessments.
Delegates also learn about individual
responsibilities for managers or
supervisors, the maintenance team, the
duties of the racking supplier and
receive advice on how to liaise with
inspectors. Other course content
includes relevant Codes of Practice, the
implications of industry-specific
regulations and guidance on the
interface between officials such as
inspectors and maintenance personnel.

AWARENESS TRAINING
“As Partners and Maintenance Technicians for Waitrose’s RDC in
Leyland, my colleague and I attended the SEMA Rack Maintenance
Course as part of the Waitrose policy on safe site maintenance. We are
experienced personnel but benefitted from our knowledge being
supplemented and updated in terms of what can and what must not be
done when undertaking repairs to racking.”
David Escolme, Partner and Maintenance Technician for Waitrose
RDC, Leyland

Safety Warning
Whilst the SEMA Managing Rack
Maintenance course is aimed at end
users, SEMA is not advocating that end
users undertake the maintenance tasks
themselves. Such tasks need to be carried
out by suitably qualified “teams” who
have the knowledge and necessary skillsets. One of the key objectives of the
course is to illustrate what these skillsets, pre-qualifications and
accreditations are, as applied to both
individuals and the team as a whole. It
is unlikely that the end user will have
such a team ‘in-house’ (although not
impossible), the maintenance operation
being more likely to fall within the remit
of a professional installation company
(please see other sections of this
publication). The purpose of this part of
the course is to provide the end user
with an understanding of what they
should be looking for in the maintenance
team engaged by them to undertake the
work.
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Be seeing you!
SEMA events make safe storage mission possible
SEMA’s annual 2018 safety
conference and exhibition
If you think safety is expensive, try
having an accident! SEMA stages two
external thought leadership events aimed
at end users and other industry
professionals to help them stay abreast of
legislation, SEMA’s technical outputs and
to learn from case studies on how other
organisations have successfully majored
on safe practice in storage.
The annual safety conference and
exhibition, Mission Possible (2018), was
the sixteenth of its kind since the first
event was staged back in 2003. Each
conference or seminar brings together
end-users (many of which are the
nominated Person Responsible for Safe
Storage within their organisation). Other
delegates include safety officials and
inspectors plus delegates from
manufacturers, distributors and
installers.
Delegates and speakers share a
common interest; to continuously
improve the safety benchmark either
within their own work environments or
as part of their professional responsibility
to raise standards more widely (e.g.
statutory authorities). They are equally
committed to promoting the safe design,
manufacture, installation, supply and use
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of storage equipment in-situ.
Mission Possible was no exception to
the rule and expanded its remit to
include some of the wider challenges in
the workplace. Respected speakers from
statutory bodies (such as the HSE) broke
new ground by covering issues such as
mental health. Birmingham City Council
revisited Working at Height with
impactful examples of malpractice
uncovered in the West Midlands.
Corporate organisations presented on
21st century leadership. And, the whole
room couldn’t fail to be moved when the
victim of a real-life fork lift casualty and
her husband spoke with dignity on how
they continue to deal with rehabilitation
following amputation over a decade ago.

These examples bring home the diverse
responsibilities of the safety message.
Each safety conference always sets
out to illustrate key legislation e.g. the
Revised CDM Regulations 2015 and a
legal perspective on the Corporate
Manslaughter Act. There’s been
practical advice on numerous topics e.g.
how to deal with asbestos and fire
prevention in buildings. SEMA’s
Technical Committee frequently present
on technical issues such as when
SEMA’s best practice approach on
maintenance and repair was illustrated
using examples of the ‘The Good, the
Bad and the Ugly’. Major brands such as
ASDA, Coca Cola and John Lewis have
presented their strategies on safe storage

SEMA EVENTS
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and warehouse maintenance.
In 2018, guidance was delivered on
choosing a safe supplier. Simon King,
former Chairman of SEMA’s Distributor
Group (SDG), detailed how the SDG
audit is the only scheme in the UK
which independently assesses the
competence of resellers and distributors
of storage equipment. He explained how
a SEMA Distributor Company (SDC)
must currently adhere to over 40
regulations, industry standards, Codes of
Practice and legislative requirements in
order to deliver rigorous risk
management of end-user storage
equipment.

manufacture, distribution, installation
and maintenance involving SAICS and
SEIRS personnel. All work to relevant
codes and are routinely, independently
audited to meet our stringent QA
criteria.
“As an association, we seek to lead the
storage industry from a position of
outstanding technical excellence.
Delegate demand for our full day
technical seminars shows the storage
industry’s reliance on SEMA’s definitive
guidance from those who have a duty of
care for safe storage.”
For the dates of forthcoming SEMA
events, visit SEMA.org.uk

“An FLT-related accident left me as an above
the knee amputee 12 years ago. My
misfortune has inflicted a life-changing
aftermath upon my family and son. Yes, poor
warehouse layout created that unsafe
environment. But every single employee must
show vigilance in the workplace and has a
duty to report or act where they see fit.”
Lisa Ramos (and David Garton),
Health and Safety Impact Speakers

SEMA technical seminar
Aimed at those for whom in-depth
technical knowledge on storage is a
prerequisite in their professional role,
SEMA’s full day technical seminar
provides meaningful insight into
changes required by legislation and the
new support from SEMA in terms of
evolving Codes of Practice and
standards.
Speakers are chosen for their
significant depth of knowledge, skill and
experience and usually all sit on SEMA’s
Technical Committee. Recent topics
have included the CE Marking
assessment route via the European
Assessment Documentation; and the
status, application and proposed
modifications of CEN EN15512:
Racking Design Code. Other very usable
content for “the day job” have been Dos
and Don’ts review of SEMA’s marketfacing, best practice promotional video
on Load Notices.
SEMA’s Technical Chairman Steve
Cowen says; “A crucial part of SEMA’s
continual agenda is to lead the storage
industry from a position of outstanding
technical excellence. Our full day
technical events enable us to share what
we know with those who have a duty of
care for safe storage.”

SEMA member professional
development
SEMA practises what it preaches in that
it expects that all member companies
keep up to date on legislation and best
practice. Every SEMA company is
expected to send a representative to its
in-house, Annual Combined Meeting to
keep up to date on external industry
influences and new SEMA initiatives.
SEMA’s groups are interrelated so to
support end users every step of the way.
Our guidance has been diligently
thought through from project
specification, through design,
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Storage under scrutiny
SEMA’s Rack Inspection Regime outlined.
SEMA Approved Inspectors are highly qualified
professionals. Their day job is to complete the
SEMA circle of quality by undertaking racking
and storage systems inspections at end-users’
premises. There are some 120 fully SEMAqualified inspectors. Although the vast majority
are in the UK, there are qualified inspectors in
the Middle and Far East, other parts of Europe
and as far away as New Zealand. They conduct
racking and storage condition assessments,
reports and recommendations, so that all places
of employment can operate as safe environments.
Based on daily observations, SEMA
inspectors indicate that nowadays, businesses
are much more aware of the potential problems
with respect to storage equipment although,
undoubtedly, there are still plenty that are not.

How to manage rack safety
The end-user needs to appoint a Person
Responsible for Racking Safety (PRRS) who is
suitably qualified and experienced with the
necessary authority to take responsibility for
maintaining safe operation of storage systems,
maintaining rack inspection and keeping
maintenance records. They should seriously
consider implementing a risk assessment and
method statement for racking and storage
inspection together with maintenance into
company procedure.
Remember! Inspection is not a substitute for
deficient, defective or absent specification,
design, installation, training, operation or
maintenance. It is important to realise that
inspection alone does not solve the problem. It
is only the first link in the chain which is then
followed by taking areas out of use so that the

“End-users should follow SEMA’s
guidance and undertake three levels
of overlapping inspection i.e.
immediate, regular and the “expert”
inspection SEMA recommends this
should be carried out by a SEMA
qualified inspector or other
trained specialist.
Terry Mallard, Health and
Safety Inspector for
Birmingham City Council
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will check immediate and regular scrutiny is
being carried out; identify/check rack
configuration as well as checking a host of other
safety related matters. Please note that a SEMA
inspection, is a visual inspection from ground
level so WAH (work at height) shouldn’t be
necessary. NB cluttered aisles and protectors
fixed to rack uprights make any sort of
inspection difficult!
To help end-users prepare, The SEMA Guide
to the Conduct of Racking and Shelving
Inspections covers in a broken-down easy to
follow format, the approach taken during the
“Expert” (normally annual) inspection.

SEMA Approved Inspector - the
qualified professional standard
The SEMA Approved Inspector qualification
comprises an intensive three-day
training course and the
successful completion of both
a written examination and
practical assessment. The
qualified inspector must also
commit to a programme of on-going CPD
(Continuous Professional Development) to
maintain the qualification.
www.sema.org.uk/members/SEMA-approvedinstallation-companies

Load Notices

necessary maintenance action can be
undertaken to solve the issue which has been
identified by the inspection.

SEMA’s in-situ safety regime
The SEMA “onion skin approach to rack
inspection” consists of three layers with three
overlapping levels of inspection namely;
immediate (used to be called the daily)
inspection, the regular (used to be called the
weekly) inspection and the “expert” (annual)
inspection which needs to be carried out by
SEMA Approved Inspector or a trained
specialist internally or externally.
There are two types of inspection commonly
available; a full SARI inspection and a (nonSEMA) damage only inspection. A damage only
inspection provides a list of damaged items and
their location. It’s OK as far as it goes whereas a
full SEMA inspector’s report offers far more. It

An in-house regular inspection should also
check to make sure that loading on a Load
Notice is being correctly observed. SEMA
requires its inspector to check that the Load
Notice is "plausible"; this means checking any
dimensional data given on the Load Notice and
picking up any 'gross errors'. A SEMA inspector
also needs to check that the Load Notice
specifically applies to the rack that its fixed to,
often a problem if racking is moved or altered.
See video at http://www.sema.org.uk/loadnotices/load-notices-video-short-version

Rack Inspection Training
For ‘Regular’ inspections, SEMA recommends
that in-house staff attend their Rack Safety
Awareness course which covers;
responsibilities, what to measure, explanation
of the load notice, inspection equipment,
practical examples of damage categorisation
and damage prevention.

SEMA’s Traffic Light System Categorises Rack Damage
Red Risk
Areas where a high level of damage is identified over twice the
SEMA limits. This warrants immediate offloading and isolation
until repair work is carried out.

Amber Risk
Areas where the damage identified is greater than the SEMA
limits. This warrants remedial work to be carried out. However, the
damage is not sufficiently severe to warrant immediate
offloading of the area. No additional loads shall be placed in the
affected area and once the pallet positions in this area are
emptied, they should not be refilled until repairs are carried out. If
repairs are not effected in 4 weeks an Amber risk item
automatically becomes a Red risk item.

Green Risk
Areas where damage is present, however the level of damage is
within the SEMA limits and should be recorded for further
consideration at the next inspection.

SEMA MEMBER LISTINGS
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Rackit Ltd
Tel: 0845 880 2626
www.rackit.co.uk
Ayrshire

Full Members
Barton Storage Systems Ltd
Tel: 01902 499500
www.bartonstorage.com
Bruynzeel Storage Systems Ltd
01444 237220
www.bruynzeel.co.uk
Racks Industries Ltd
Tel: 01274 551170
www.racks-industries.co.uk
Sperrin Metal Products Ltd
Tel: 02879 628362
www.sperrin-metal.com
SSI Schaefer Ltd
Tel: 01264 386600
www.ssi-schaefer.com/en-gb
Warehouse Systems Ltd
0113 204 5350
www.warehouse-systems.co.uk

Groups
Constructor Group UK Ltd
Tel: 01793 694071
www.constructor-group.co.uk
Stakapal Ltd
Tel: 01543 278123
www.stakapal.co.uk
Whittan Group
Tel: 01952 682251
www.whittan-storage.com

SEMA Approved
Installation Companies

SEMA Distributor
Group Companies

RackSafe Solutions Ltd
Tel: 01442 252470
www.racksafesolutions.com
Hertfordshire

Ace Systems Ltd

Axis Storage & Interiors Solutions
Ltd
Tel: 0845 601 1056
www.axis-solutions.co.uk
South Lanarkshire

Rapid Racking Ltd
Tel: 01285 686800
www.rapidracking.com
Gloucestershire

Bristol Storage Equipment Ltd
Tel: 0117 955 5211
www.bristol-storage.co.uk
Avon

Raxel Storage Systems Ltd
Tel: 01476 569392
www.raxel.co.uk
Lincolnshire

Brysdales Ltd
Tel: 01257 240000
www.brysdales.co.uk
Lancashire

Richard H Powell & Partners Ltd
Tel: 02920 232323
www.powell.co.uk
South Glamorgan

Central Source Ltd
Tel: 0800 849 1462
www.central-source.co.uk
Nottinghamshire

S & L United Storage Systems Ltd
Tel: 01279 871787
www.unitedstorage.co.uk
Hertfordshire

Complete Storage & Interiors Ltd
(CSI)
Tel: 0800 083 0953
www.csi-products.co.uk
West Lothian

Stodec Products Ltd
Tel: 01727 840594
www.stodec.com
Buckinghamshire

Tel: 0117 952 0624
www.acesystems.ltd.uk
Ambit MHS Ltd
Tel: 01553 674761
www.ambitmhs.co.uk
Birchmoor Associates
Tel: 01933 314499
www.birchmoorassociates.co.uk
Bluestones Retail
Tel: 0191 466 1340
www.bluestonesretail.co.uk
MPC Systems (North) Ltd
Tel: 01246 819970
www.mpcsystems.co.uk
Nene Storage Equipment Ltd
Tel: 01327 300456
www.nene.co.uk
Peter Samms Equipment Ltd
Tel: 01522 500898
www.petersammsequipment.co.uk
RackSafe Solutions Ltd
Tel: 01442 252470
www.racksafesolutions.com
Storage & Display Equipment Ltd
Tel: 01246 827722
www.sde-group.co.uk
Stockbridge Installations Ltd
Tel: 07768 270133
www.racking-installers.co.uk

Associate Members
Alser UK Ltd
01367 242635
www.alser.co.uk
SESS Ltd
01670 736444
www.sess.co.uk
Storax Ltd
Tel: 01527 573170
www.storax-group.com/en

Strathdon Solutions
Tel: 01888 562086
www.strathdonsolutions.co.uk
Teccon Ltd
Tel:024 76322880
www.tecconsales.co.uk
The Racking Installation Co. Ltd
Tel: 0845 450 9223
www.rackinginstallationcompany.co.uk

Troax UK Ltd
Tel: 01793 542000
www.troax.com/gb

UK Operational Project Support Ltd
Tel: 01538 722500
www.uk-ops.co.uk

Warehouse Partners
Tel: 01925 715761
www.warehouse-partners.co.uk

Whittan Industrial Ltd
Tel: 01924 200015
www.polypal.co.uk

Connect Storage Systems Ltd
Tel:01202 679000
www.connectstoragesystems.co.uk
Dorset
DMA Storage Solutions Ltd
Tel: 01276 31222
www.dma-storage.co.uk
Surrey
Filplastic (UK) Ltd
Tel: 01430 410450
www.filplastic.co.uk
East Yorkshire
Inline Logistics Ltd
Tel: 01604 743201
www.inlinelogistics.com
Northamptonshire
New Age Storage Systems Ltd
Tel: 00 353 1 812 8616
www.newageservices.ie
Dublin 11
NSI Projects
Tel:0800 027 1966
www.nsiprojects.co.uk
Lancashire
PD Industrial Ltd
Tel: 0800 612 8025
www.pdindustrial.co.uk
Staffordshire

Storage & Display Equipment Ltd
Tel: 01246 827722
www.sde-group.co.uk
Derbyshire
Storage Systems Ltd
Tel: 00 353 1 871 1400
www.storagesystems.ie
Dublin 17
Storax Racking Supplies
Tel: 01442 229210
www.storaxsupplies.com
Hertfordshire
System Store Solutions Ltd
Tel: 01622 859522
www.system-store.com
Kent
Teepee Materials Handling Ltd
Tel: 01384 256969
www.teepee.co.uk
West Midlands
The OPS Partnership Ltd
Tel: 01442 244100
www.theopspartnership.com
Hertfordshire
The Racking Installation Co. Ltd
Tel: 0845 450 9223
www.rackinginstallationcompany.co.uk
Bromgrove

Q.A. Storage Solutions
Tel: 0117 953 3232
www.qa-net.co.uk
Avon

The Redditch Partitions & Storage
Co. Ltd
Tel: 01527 517055
www.redditch-partitions.co.uk
Worcestershire

Quickline Ltd
Tel: 0113 880 0866
www.quicklinestorage.co.uk
West Yorkshire

Total Interiors Direct Ltd
Tel: 01905 757506
www.totalinteriorsdirect.co.uk
Worcestershire
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SEMA, The Storage Equipment Manufacturers’
Association, is the British Trade Association of the Storage
Equipment Industry. First established in 1968, it is
committed to promoting and extending the safe design,
installation and use of storage equipment manufactured
and supplied by its members.

Member Groups
•
•
•
•

Full Members & Groups
Associate Members
SEMA Distributor Companies
SEMA Approved Installation Companies

SEMA Initiatives
• SEMA Rack Inspector Training
• SEIRS Registration Scheme

Key facts
•
•
•
•
•
•

165 members (inc.100+ racking inspectors)
100 training courses per year
Over 75 definitive technical publications
Over 6000 SEIRS trained installers and seven different courses
SEIRS recognised by CSCS for Partner Card Scheme
Annual safety conference and two-yearly technical seminar

SEMA
National Metalforming Centre, 47 Birmingham Road, West Bromwich B70 6PY
Web: sema.org.uk • Tel: 0121 601 6359 • Email: enquiry@sema.org.uk

